Screw-in LEGSM - Metal / LEGSW Wood
LEGS put Can-Am cabinets on a pedestal. They raise the cabinet and provide a more conventional furniture feel.
Metal (LEGSM) or wood (LEGSW) legs are available in a variety of heights so you can set the precise height of your cabinet.

LEGSW - Screw-In Wood Legs
Legs provide a toe recess as well as lift. Wood legs are best suited to lift the cabinet in
the event of water intrusion - something to consider if you are placing your cabinets in a
basement or an area prone to flooding. 5 sizes let you choose the precise positioning of
your TV, computer monitor, or simply the overall height of your configuration.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Material: Hard wood stained metal tipped

Length: 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 inches

FEATURES
- Legs replace leveling feet on most cabinets
- 5 lengths let you raise the cabinet and choose a precise height.

LEGSM - Screw-In Metal Legs
Metal legs are color matched to your cabinets and are also available in 5 heights. Metal
legs replace the levelers found on most Can-Am cabinets. The removed leveling feet then
screw into the metal legs, allowing you to level and stabilize your cabinet. This is
especially important for large stacks of cabinets on uneven floors.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Material: 18 & 22 ga cold rolled steel
Length: 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 inches
Finish: Baked on powder coat in 18 colors to match your cabinets
FEATURES
- Metal Legs come with levelers to allow precise
leveling of your cabinet or configuration
- LEGSM are color matched to your cabinet
- 5 sizes let you raise the cabinet or choose the
precise height of your configuration.

Most Can-Am cabinets feature adjustable levelers.
Metal or wood legs simply replace those levelers.

SAFETY NOTE
If you are stacking three cabinets high, and want
them on LEGS, you should use the 2" or 3" heights only.
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